
Stainless Steel Exhaust systems

SS-col   HD Stainless steel collector  £160

Produced for the Club this is a super heavy duty
collector box manufactured from 1.2mm stainless
steel. It designed to be a replacement for the OE
collector so is interchangable with OE down pipes
and after market silencers.
No pipe gaskets needed due to simple push fit
design, which also means no pipe clamps are
used. New design is even stronger. fits XJR

O&S Replica OE Silencers (s/steel)

Specially manufactured (British hand made) for the club out of high quality stainless steel are these replica
silencers. They are as close a copy to the original Yamaha silencers that is possible and so fit OE or pat-
tern collector boxes, they come with S/S clamps and muffler gaskets so are ready to fit.
The silencers are a shade louder than standard due to their unrestricted design but still meet BS standard
so are fully road legal. They have been shown on a dyno to have an added benefit of approx 5 horse
power more than OE. To prove the quaility of this product they come with a ten year guarantee.

Ten Years Guarantee

SS-Sil   O&S Replica S/S silencers (pair)  £390

VIPER stainless steel Race Cans (Pair)
VIPER Oval Can VIPER Round Can

VIPER-R   Viper Race  ‘Round cans’  £259VIPER-O    Viper Race S/S ‘Oval cans’  £299

VIPER slip on Race cans are finished with a bright alloy sleeve over a S/S can and comes with a
S/S adaptor pipe and mounting bracket to fit onto an OE collector box or a S/S O&S item.
Due to them being Race cans this gives your Fudge a fruity sound without being offensive, they
offer great value for money. Remember they are not legal (no BSi stamped) 

No re-jetting required

Copy of original silencer
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See Motad for cheaper optionNEW O&S stainless steel collector

muffler and
head gaskets
may be
needed

VIPER-OC  V Race Carbon ‘Oval cans’ £360

NOW available in Carbon


